
FlexDoc Circular
Recycled adjustable document holder

94% of all plastic that ends up in the water ultimately
drifts down to the bottom of the sea. If we keep this up,
our oceans will contain more plastic than fish by the year

2050.

That is why we have developed our line of circular document holders.

To prevent neck rotation, documents have to be placed between the keyboard
and display screen. A sloping work surface reduces flexion of the neck and thus
increases work comfort.

An 'in-line' document holder provides a functional work surface and realises
short viewing distances between the document, screen and keyboard. The
result is increased productivity.

Working in a single line with our circular document
holder

BakkerElkhuizen goes circular. With the Q-Doc FlexDoc circular document

holder, we are introducing a sustainable version of our own acrylate product.

This document holder consists of compressed material made from recycled

plastic bottles. By reusing plastic bottles, we are doing our part to reduce the

amount of waste on land and in our oceans.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/document-holders/flexdoc-circular/


An overview of the benefits

Recycled material
Our FlexDoc Circular Document Holder consists
of 60% recycled material (3.2 recycled PET
bottles), but is completely recyclable!

Circular
Plastic bottles are collected and processed into
'flakes'. These are processed into 'granulate'.
This granulate eventually becomes a PET felt
board. If you no longer use your product, you
can return it to us for recycling. In short, 100%
circular.

Soft, yet strong!
Although the material appears soft, no
compromises have been made for the required
properties such as load-bearing capacity. These
products are also very strong, just like acrylic!

Price
This sustainable product does not cost more
than the acrylate version of the same product.

Colours
These products are available in different colors.
We have light grey and green in our range as
standard. We are happy to get in touch with
you for other colors.

In-line working
As with the traditional FlexDoc Cristal Clear,
this document holder can be adjusted to
various heights. Users can choose between four
heights, making it easier to position documents
in front of you (between your keyboard and
monitor), so you do not have to turn your head.

Knowledge Center

An ergonomic workplace facilitates the comfort and
productivity of their computer users. All it takes is a few
changes to create the ideal workplace in line with office
ergonomics guidance and best practice...

Specifications

Width 385 mm

Height 80 mm

Depth 260 mm

Weight 296 gr

Product code: BNEFDCLGY (Light grey)

BNEFDCGRN (Green)

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
Netherlands
tel. +31 365467265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com
website: www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hiR2MRB1iI
https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/knowledge-center/14-tips/

